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Re-Framing the
Sharia Arbitration
Debate
Trevor C.W. Farrow*

Dear Mr. McGuinty:
An important tenet of Canadian democracy
hangs in the balance of your response to the
matter of religious arbitration in the province
of Ontario. 1

Introduction
The "matter of religious arbitration in .
Ontario" to which Margaret Atwood and nine
others are referring is a vocal, polarized debate the "[S]haria debate." 2 It has largely been framed
by two questions. Should Ontario "[p]rohibit
the use of religion in the arbitration of family
law disputes" 3 to avoid "the ghettoization of
members of religious communities as well
as human-rights abuses?"4 Or would such a
prohibition do a "great disservice to a number
of religious groups in Ontario, and nothing to
safeguard the interests of Muslim women?"5
Several fundamental rights and interests are
engaged by this debate, including religious
freedom, gender equality, the rights of children,
national and cultural identity, freedom from
hatred, the role of the state in family law, and
others.
Because the stakes involved in this debate
are high, this debate has captured the interest of
many sectors of civil society. It has also captured
the interest of the Ontario government, which
has recently passed legislation on the issue. 6
While this issue is clearly important and should
be addressed,7 there are three problems with
the way in which it has framed - and confused
- the specific arbitration context of the debate.
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First, the issue is not about simply prohibiting
religious tribunals. Second, it is not only an
Ontario issue. Third, it is not necessarily even
a Sharia (or religion) issue. This article focuses
on these three problems.

Dispute Resolution and Religion
In Ontario, Jews, Christians, Muslims, and
others have engaged in religious-based dispute
resolution processes for years. 8 However,
a public debate about whether Sharia law
should be used in family disputes in Ontario
commenced in 2003 after the announcement
of the creation of the Islamic Institute of Civil
Justice (IICJ). The IICJ stated that it planned to
establish a Darul-Qada - judicial tribunal - to
conduct arbitrations in Ontario according to
Islamic law. 9
In June 2004, following the IICJ
announcement, former Ontario Attorney
General Marion Boyd was given a mandate by
the Ontario government to look into and make
recommendations on the issue of family law
and arbitration in Ontario, including religiousbased arbitrations. 10 Her report was released
in December 2004. In it, she essentially
recommended the continuation of arbitrations
in the context of family law, including regulated
religious-based arbitrations. 11 From the time of
the IICJ announcement, through the release of
the Boyd Report and certainly for most of the
following year, the public debate surrounding
these issues escalated. Those in favour 12 and
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those opposed 13 to the use of Sharia law
in family disputes actively debated their
positions in the media, 14 at the bar, 15 and in the
academy. 16 Finally, in September 2005, after
witnessing the public debate and reviewing
the Boyd Report, the Ontario government
announced that it did not plan to follow
Boyd's recommendations.17 Ontario Premier
Dalton McGuinty told the Canadian Press
that there "will be no Sharia law in Ontario"
and, further, that there "will be no religious
arbitration in Ontario." 18 Notwithstanding
that, for years, faith-based arbitrations had
been conducted in accordance with numerous
religious practices, the Premier decided to
abolish "religious arbitration in Ontario." 19
It was this decision that ultimately led to the
February 2006 enactment of Ontario's Family
Statute Law Amendment Act. 20
While the Ontario Premier's intention is
to prohibit religious arbitrations in Ontario
(at least those not conforming to Canadian
law), this intention will likely not materialize,
despite the new legislation. There are legal and
practical impediments to prohibiting faithbased arbitrations altogether. The primary
legal impediment consists of constitutional
protections, including protections for freedom
of religion and others. 21 The thorny Charter
implications of the Premier's initial statement
likely led Ontario's Attorney General, the Hon.
Michael Bryant, to make an important but more
modest announcement. Prior to the drafting
of the recent legislation, the Attorney General
announced that the Ontario government "will
ensure that the law of the land in Ontario
is not compromised, that there will be no
binding family arbitration in Ontario that uses
a set of rules or laws that discriminate against
women." 22
Moreover, as a practical matter, religious
tribunals will not be abolished because the
government is not typically in the business of
regulating and policing the private religious
affairs of Ontario residents. As Marion Boyd
stated, Sharia arbitration '"will happen in
mosques and community centers and it will just
happen."' 23 Similarly, Mubin Sheikh, a member
of the Masjid-al-Noor mosque in Toronto
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commented: "'Is the government going to
stand outside every mosque and ask if people
are going in to do faith-based arbitration?
No .... A ban will change nothing.'" 24
So, as I stated in the introduction to this
article, one problem with the Sharia debate as
it has been framed is that it is not about simply
prohibiting religious tribunals. What is at stake,
rather, is whether the state will sanction, or defer
to, decisions of a faith-based dispute resolution
panel operating within its jurisdiction. In
Ontario, this deferral process is provided for in
the Arbitration Act, 1991. 25 Under that statute,
parties to essentially any dispute can subject
their proceeding to its provisions provided
the dispute is not "excluded by law.'' 26 Parties
choose arbitration because of its many benefits,
including the choice of decision-maker, process,
pace, and of course, privacy.27 To the extent that
parties agree to subject their arbitration to the
parameters of the Arbitration Act, the courts
retain very limited power to review the result
of that arbitration. 28 As a re~ult, the parties
are in large measure bound by the result. 29
The legitimacy of this regime has been fully
recognized by the courts. For example, when
referring generally to arbitration, Supreme
Court of Canada Justice LeBel stated that it
is, "in a broader sense, a part of the dispute
resolution system the legitimacy of which is fully
recognized by the legislative authorities." 30
The first question in the debate, therefore,
needs to be kept technically clear: does the
jurisdictional reach of a provincial statute
- i.e., an arbitration statute - include family
disputes resolved pursuant to faith-based laws
that do not conform to Ontario or Canadian
laws, which would in turn require a provincial
superior court to defer to an arbitral decision
regarding such a dispute? On this question the
Ontario government - in its new legislation
- clearly says no (thereby disagreeing with
the recommendations in the Boyd Report31).
According to section 2.2(1) of the recent Family
Statute Law Amendment Act:
When a decision about a matter described
in clause (a) of the definition of "family
arbitration" in section 1 is made by a third
Volume 15, Number 2, 2006

person in a process that is not conducted
exclusively in accordance with the law of
Ontario or of another Canadian jurisdiction,
(a) the process is not a family arbitration;
and
(b) the decision is not a family arbitration
award and has no legal effect. 32

Legislating that a religious family arbitration
not conducted in accordance with Ontario
or Canadian law is "not a family arbitration"
and, further, that such arbitration "has no legal
effect" under Ontario law is clearly different
from the project of prohibiting religious
tribunals altogether. Even if the result of the
new legislation is essentially to exclude religious
tribunals (employing various non-Ontario
or non-Canadian legal regimes) from taking
advantage of Ontario arbitration legislation, it
would be virtually impossible for a province to
prohibit altogether (or ,police) the practice of
private faith-based dispute resolution.
Given that the new legislation contemplates
the drafting of regulations designed to govern
the details of the arbitration process, how the
new legislation will work and the differences
it will make are largely still open questions. 33
In any event, while I am in favour of the new
legislation, both in the immediate context of
family law protections and more broadly as a
signal that we should be concerned about public
interest values that get dealt with behind the
veil of private arbitration, 34 we need to be clear
about what is, and what is not, at stake in this
debate.

A National Issue
Second, we should also be clear that
while the debate has been largely focused on
Ontario, it is certainly not limited to Ontario
(as evidenced by the 8 September 2005 protests
about Sharia-based tribunals that occurred in
cities internationally35 ). As Atwood and others
have commented, the "eyes of the world are
quite literally watching." 36 Canadians across
the country have joined the worldwide protests
against Sharia tribunals. As reported by
Sheldon Gordon, "Developments in Ontario are
already reverberating elsewhere in Canada." 37
Constitutional Forum constitutionnel

This national and international interest has
obviously stemmed from the fundamental
gender, religious, and cultural questions at play
in the debate. Equally crucial, and it is again
an important reason for being accurate in
this debate, is that any jurisdiction - whether
Canadian or international - that has arbitration
legislation similar to Ontario's Arbitration Act
will potentially be facing the same dispute
resolution issues. 38 Therefore, it is important
not to limit the potential reach of this debate,
notwithstanding a late 2005 poll in which a
majority of Canadians felt that faith-based
arbitration should not be used to resolve family
disputes. 39
Alberta, for example
where the
discussion in this article was first presented
and where the "[Sharia] debate has barely
begun"40 - has arbitration legislation41 that
provides for a very similar dispute resolution
landscape to that provided by Ontario's
Arbitration Act (except for the recent Family
Statute Law Amendment Act amendments). In
British Columbia, even though the provincial
government announced that it has "no plans
to .... change the laws .... to give any special
recognition to any set of religious laws,"42
there has been at least some interest expressed
in formalizing the use of Sharia law in statesanctioned arbitration proceedings.43 As it
stands now, British Columbia's Commercial
Arbitration Act leaves room for disputes falling
within its jurisdiction to be resolved according
to Sharia law. 44 Finally, given that the Uniform
Arbitration Act45 forms the basis of much of the
arbitration legislation that exists in Canada,
this is clearly a national (and potentially
international) issue. 46

Privatizing Civil Justice
Third, and most fundamental, is the
fact that - while the family law, gender, and
cultural issues at stake are clearly important
- the Sharia debate is really a red herring for
something much bigger at play: the ongoing and
systematic privatization of the Canadian public
civil justice system. This third concern, in turn,
involves a pair of sub-issues. One is that there
is an increasing tendency to resolve important
81

human rights and other public and private
interest disputes behind closed doors without
any kind of public scrutiny of the processes or
results (Sharia or other). The other is that, as
a result, we are systematically downloading privatizing - a fundamental tool of democratic
governance. 47
With respect to the withdrawal of dispute
resolution from public scrutiny, the basic
concern in the Ontario debate about arbitral
tribunals employing Sharia law is that human
rights under Sharia law are not adequately
protected, particularly the rights of women and
children. As summarized by the open letter to
Dalton McGuinty by Margaret Atwood and
others, quoted at the outset of this article, the
concern is essentially that Sharia-based tribunals
will lead to human rights abuses, "particularly
for those who hold the least institutional power
within the community, namely women and
children."48 Although I am certainly not an
expert in Muslim law, my reading of the debate
is that these concerns are justified. Moreover,
they are important concerns that should be and at least in Ontario are being - addressed.
Unfortunately, as we have seen, almost any
dispute (now excepting some family disputes
in Ontario) can take advantage of current
arbitration legislation and thereby, with the
blessing of the state, exempt itself from the
public civil justice system. At the same time,
governments, courts, the bar, and industry are
actively pushing the use of dispute resolution
methods that are alternative to the public court
system. These methods include, but are not
limited to, processes governed by arbitration
legislation. 49 Therefore, an increasing number
of commercial services disputes, employment
disputes, pay-equity disputes, police complaints,
family disputes, human rights disputes, etc.
are being decided in private, using private
adjudicators, without any of the procedural
safeguards that are typically provided by our
public court system. In this regard, it never ceases
to amaze me that the public, while typically
up in arms about the "activism" of our public
judges,5° is largely silent (or ignorant) about the
significant decisions made everyday by private
decision-makers behind closed doors.
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There is no doubt that many disputes lend
themselves to these alternative processes. There
is also no doubt that many of these disputes
involve important public and private interest
issues - often impacting upon the rights of
individuals, including "those who hold the least
institutional power within the community" 51 that should be dealt with under the scrutiny of
the public eye. 52 Sharia panels, therefore, do not
have a monopoly on potential state-sanctioned
(or at least state-encouraged) human rights
violations and other injustices resulting from
private dispute resolution processes in Canada.
If we are going to concern ourselves with the
potential shortcomings of private dispute
resolution processes, which I think we should
(and which the new Ontario legislation does),
then we should do so in a way that avoids
casting our net too narrowly. By treating the
Sharia debate as an element of the broader move
largely to privatize the civil justice system, we
are by no means in danger of throwing the baby
out with the bathwater.
I recognize that the private resolution of
disputes has occurred since the beginning of
disputes themselves, and this is often a good
thing. To the extent that it can avoid becoming
involved, the state certainly does not need
(or want) to interfere, for example, with two
roommates negotiating over what movie to see,
or how the phone bill should be shared. On the
other hand, some disputes that occur in private
should ideally be dealt with in public, or at least
with public procedural safeguards regarding
transparency, fairness, power, equality, etc.
Disputes involving children or other vulnerable
individuals are often examples of these sorts of
disputes. Unfortunately, unless we are going to
rewrite fundamental constitutional and privacy
legislation and jurisprudence, the state is not
going to get involved in all of those disputes
either. To the extent that the state does come
into play - either directly through its public
court system or indirectly through courtannexed mediation, arbitration legislation, or
government-sanctioned or encouraged dispute
resolution procedures, etc. - it should take an
active role in ensuring that it is not sanctioning
human rights violations or other injustices.
The new Ontario legislation admirably seeks
Volume 15, Number 2, 2006

to assist in this regard in terms of family
disputes. But family arbitration is only the tip
of the proverbial iceberg in terms of private,
state-sanctioned dispute resolution processes
involving important public interest values.
With respect to the sub-issue of public
governance in a community, this is a
procedural matter largely conducted through
the institutions of legislation and adjudication.
Clearly the decisions of public civil courts play
an important normative role in our democratic
processes. 53 Likewise, private dispute resolution
processes- through direct application or indirect
processes of behaviour modification - also have
an impact upon the broader public community
in which those private processes occur. As such,
to the extent that we are privatizing our public
civil dispute resolution system; we are essentially
privatizing a significant part of the way we
govern ourselves in a democratic society. There
may be good reasons to pursue privatization, at
least to a limited extent; however, the current
trend of privatization - largely in the name of
cost and efficiency is being conducted without
adequate public debate about, let alone public
understanding of, those reasons. Whether or
not family disputes - religious or otherwise should be privatized is just one element of that
broader debate.

the balance."54 Reframing the Sharia debate will
provide us with an opportunity to take a closer
look at what we are doing not only to family law
in Ontario, but also at adjudication as a form of
governance in all parts of the country. This is an
opportunity we should not pass up.
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